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LE T T ER FR OM FOUN DER & PR I N C I PAL

CO - CUR ATOR

I FOUNDED ADVOCARTSY WITH THE MISSION TO ELEVATE AWARENESS OF AND ENGAGEMENT
WITH IRANIAN CONTEMPORARY ART. Los Angeles is home to a bustling and diverse art scene, per-

haps one of the most celebratory and productive scenes of contemporary art in the world. It is also
home to a vibrant and active Iranian community — the largest concentration of Iranians outside of Iran
itself. Yet I noticed a void. Despite this parallelism, and despite a declared desire which was routinely
articulated to me by friends and community members alike, there remained an absence of community
engagement with the fine arts. I deferred that this was largely due to an absence of proper avenues
for Iranian artists to showcase their work and connect with their most natural base of collectors, enthusiasts, and supporters. The existing art platforms which have dedicated their time and resources
to the celebration of the Iranian contemporary arts (which include established museums and various
galleries) have faced and continue to face significant challenges in funding and support. They rely
heavily on a few dedicated patrons and sponsors to achieve their respective goals in acquiring and
exhibiting works by Iranian artists. Many galleries have simply been left with no choice but to close
their doors or redefine.
As Los Angeles enjoys an influx of international galleries, collectors, and patrons, it is time to bring
forth focused attention to the Iranian contemporary arts and artists within the vibrant Los Angeles
art scene. The Art Brief Series is intended to create a concentrated opportunity to learn, view, and
engage with the arts within a short run exhibition showcasing a wide selection of art by Iranian artists.
These exhibitions intend to introduce the exhibiting art and artists to the large Iranian community, but
also to the robust fine arts community in Los Angeles.
In our first public endeavor in December 2015, ART BRIEF: Iranian Contemporary Los
Angeles showcased works by 12 Iranian artists based in Los Angeles. That exhibition, co-curated
by Peter Frank and me, brought these Iranian artists to the Los Angeles Iranian community at large in
a celebration which felt like a homecoming to many.
In our second public endeavor, ART BRIEF II: Iranian Contemporary North America, this
concept of homecoming extends to Iranian artists based throughout North America. The experience
of being away from home has become second nature to many of us Iranians who have been away
from Iran for upwards of nearly 40 years. ART BRIEF II attests to the diverse ways that Iranian artists
who have moved far away from their homeland express their experience with migration, as well as with
concepts of cultural, sociological and religious identity. This exhibition will certainly invite the viewers
to each explore and connect with their own personal experiences of transition, be it as immigrants
from one country to another or otherwise, as this is certainly a universal concept. I hope that this
exhibition will resonate with you, our community, and will bring awareness to our shared experiences,
connecting us through the arts.
Roshi Rahnama
ADVOCARTSY, Founder & Principal
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I AM DEEPLY GRATEFUL TO ADVOCARTSY and its founder and director,

Roshi Rahnama for inviting me to join her to select artists and their work for
this exhibition. As a co-curator, the process of thinking with artifacts was
particularly exhilarating. I felt deeply privileged to have the opportunity to
experience these pieces and to be able to reflect critically and historically
upon them. My job, the job of an art historian, is to provide the theoretical,
historical, and art historical context through which each piece of artistic
expression can be better translated and understood. Here, independent art
criticism must be done as such: independently and critically. Otherwise, it
is of use to no one. The richness of any field of art history is the diversity
of interpretations. In the following text, I have aimed to do that. It is a gift
that artists create; what we need then is, as Zizek puts it, “patient, critical
analysis” in order to revel the true function of that gift.
Talinn Grigor
Professor of Art History

Talinn Grigor is a professor of contemporary art in the Department of
Art and Art History at the University of California, Davis. Her research
concentrates on the cross-pollination of visual culture and global politics
and historiography, focused on Iran and India. She received her Ph.D.
from Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 2005. Her books include
Contemporary Iranian Art: From the Street to the Studio (2014) and
Building Iran: Modernism, Architecture, and National Heritage under the
Pahlavi Monarchs (2009).
ART BRIEF II
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ART BRIEF II:
IRANIAN CONTEMPORARY
NORTH AMERICA
Of Absence and Transfiguration
TALI N N G R IGOR

THE ART BRIEF II EXHIBITION AIMS TO EXPLORE THE DIVERSE
WAYS IN WHICH ARTISTS of Iranian background and based in

Northern America have addressed the separation from their homeland. The works exhibited speak to the various artistic reactions to
and reflections on the realities of identity formation in diaspora, the
pain of exile, the call of nostalgia, and the fragmentation of the self.
Photographer Dariush Nehdaran’s elongated shadows express the
same feel of estrangement at home as Hadi Salehi’s nostalgic analog
images in the host country. Mixed media fine artist Farzad Kohan’s
layered paintings, as those by abstract painter Aida Izadpanah,
speak to the complex journey of migration. Shadi Yousefian’s mixed
media of photographic prints counter-narrates the fragmented state
of exilic being in contrast to the familial images of a holistic community in Dana Nehdaran’s work. The large-scale sculptures of Kambiz
Sharif and Kamran Sharif hang amid the exhibition and thus enter in
a conversation with the images sounding them. A certain dialogue is
created between the drawing and insulation art of illustrator and artist
Shilla Shakoori and the large-scale spiritual sculptures by Kambiz
Sharif, which in turn engage transmedia fine artist Marjam Oskoui’s

SAMIRA ABBASSY
Coiled Serpent, 2009
oil and collage on canvas,
18’’x14’’
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religio-commercial pieces on questions of identities and market. At
once local and global, these objects constantly defer to an idea of
absence, ambivalence, and transcendence in the very formation of
fixed identities. Leading artists Samira Abbassy, Simin Keramati,
and Ala Ebtekar unravel in their paintings and collage-cut-out works
the complexity of historic reformulation of the self in exile, a narrative,
which then comes to life in the performance art of Melika Abikenari.

METHODOLOGIES
The first Iranian art critic, Karim Emami, foresaw the predicament in
which we would find ourselves today. Thirty years on, his question
remains not only relevant, but also poignant: what is Iranian about their
art? And what really is Iranian about these artists? From the outset,
the exhibition aimed to address several overlapping concerns particular to its place and time, gathering a diverse set of artists whose work
addressed a common passion: the malleable and constructive notion of
“Iran” as such. For each of these artists, “Iran” and “Iranian” are an empty
canvas that they paint. With the very process of curating an exhibition
through the rubrics of ‘the contemporary’, ‘the Iranian’, and ‘the arts’,
therefore, one faces epistemic and methodological predicaments. There
are a number of essential questions that are raised by bringing together
fourteen artists in one exhibition space in the specific location of Santa
Monica, Southern California. The curatorial agenda included opening
up a space for the leading and aspiring artists to express next to each
other. This space then lends itself to pedagogical work that would hope
to straddle the disjunction between the engagements of official institutions and the art market with contemporary Iranian art and the vast and
diverse diasporic Iranian communities in North America.
Since their arrival in the 1970s and 80s, the affluent middle class
Iranian communities of North America have shown a remarkable ability
to adjust to their host countries while at once keeping a keen sense
of communal identity as Iranian. By the 2000s, the international art
market rapidly changed where contemporary Iranian art began to
rival post-Soviet and Chinese art markets. This interest along with oil
ART BRIEF II
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SAMIRA ABBASSY
With Her Demons Behind Her, 2016
oil on panel, 18’’x12’’
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revenues generated an artistic patronage from major Middle Eastern
collectors that in turn compelled major Western auction houses and
museums to open branches in the Persian Gulf states. These venues
became the hub for the already flourished contemporary Iranian artists,
from both the diasporas to Iran, to penetrate the global art market
and launch their careers into the international art scene. Within just a
few years, contemporary Iranian art became a global phenomenon in
scope, depth, and breadth. Taking its place among international artistic movements, Iranian artists and artworks have since continued to
raise poignant questions about fragmented identities, gender equality,
diasporic loss, historical reflexivity, and that which French philosopher
Jean Baudrillard called the “violence of the global”.1
Absence, transfiguration, and memory are conceptual and theoretical umbrellas under which the diverse artworks in this exhibition could
be bundled together and examined. In the diaspora, the trepidations
and anxieties of dislocated surface as governing themes. Separated
from the home(land), the artistic self seems to be in constant search for
wholeness. Writings, letters, poetry, diaries, journals, photos, and doodles are assembled on the empty canvas, only to be traced, scratched,
sanded, glued, and polished over. There is a sense of bewilderment, a
sense of loss in this artistic search for the self: for a memory, for home,
for becoming whole. Personal narratives collate onto the surface of the
empty slate. This empty slate is the exilic year zero, the clean start in
hostland. As most past exhibitions, museum collections, and auction
sales, which were represented under the rubric of “contemporary Iranian
art,” this exhibition reveals that the very category is malleable, elastic, and
that just like diasporic identity, it is constructed from separate fragments.
The impossible answer to the now historical question, “What is ‘Iranian’
about their art?” is challenged, co-opted, amputated, and beautified
everyday in different ways by artists who assert their deserved status
in the arena of the modern, the Iranian, and the many other categories
that are characteristic of our age. A sense of solidarity is perhaps what
constitutes and holds together that malleable category of these artists
as Iranian … at least some of the time.

SHILLA SHAKOORI
Epiphany, 2016
acrylic, ink, and thread on paper, 30’’x22’’
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1 ALA EBTEKAR
Untitled (Manuscript 11), 2013
manuscript page, 16 3/4” x 12 3/4”
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2 ALA EBTEKAR
Untitled (Manuscript 8), 2013
manuscript page, 16 3/4” x 12 3/4”

3 ALA EBTEKAR
Untitled (Manuscript 14), 2015
manuscript page, 16 3/4” x 12 3/4”

ABSENCES
In his critique of logo-centrism, French philosopher Jacque Derrida
argued, to put it simplistically, that the thing that is absent from that
which is present in front of us is, at the very least, as much a part of the
meaning as the present thing that we are trying to explain. To put it even
more simplistically, in everything that we see and try to give meaning
to, we must account for all other things that are absent as a part of
the process of meaning-making. Ala Ebtekar’s (b. 1978, Berkeley, CA)
three pieces from his Manuscript series (figs. 1-3) speak directly to
this dialectics between being and not being. The artist is also a philosopher whose research digs deep in spirituality, materiality, the history of
change, and the history of manuscripts, here consisting of detached single pages from what seems to be a distant past. Ebtekar’s Manuscript
11 frames such a page where the calligraphic sections of the manuscript have been removed. The text that gives meaning to the document

is no longer there. Yet, it is anything but meaningless. On the top of the
page, we read the Arabic numeral of 73, clearly indicating the pagination. This, for sure, is page 73. An irrevocable certainty announced by
the truth of a number. Aside from the four figures, this is, in fact, the only
factual information provided by the work. Then, the tension between the
removed text, poetry, or prose and the page marker of “73” produces
the experience of absurdity. We are sure that it is page 73. But of what
exactly? We do not know. The artist leaves us wondering. He literally
leaves us in a hole, in the empty boxes of his pages. This not knowing
in the face of the certainty of page 73 constitutes the meaning of the
work. Or rather, Derrida would have said, the tension that is created by
that which is there (i.e., “73”) and that which is not there (i.e., the written
content) shapes the experience of absurdity that is the true meaning
of the piece.

Images courtesy of the artist and Anglim Gilbert Gallery
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7 SAMIRA ABBASSY
Mythological Creature:
Hybrid, 2013
oil on panel, 18’’x24’’

6 SAMIRA ABBASSY
Bird Apparition, 2014
oil on canvas, 44’’x30’’

4 SAMIRA ABBASSY
Bird Apparition, 2014
oil on canvas, 44’’x30’’

5 Qajar woman on
title-work (kashikari),
Sahebgharaniyyeh
Summer Palace,
Niavaran, Tehran, Iran,
ca. 1887.
© Pamela Karimi, 2007
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Samira Abbassy’s (b. 1965, Ahwaz, Iran; move to London, 1967;
move to New York, 1998) small-scale paintings are carefully composed and assembled to tell a journey’s narrative. The smallest item
tells a poignant story. Abbassy’s pair of shoes, for example, abruptly
left behind on the grass in Bird Apparition (fig. 4), leaves a jiggering
feeling of absence. The shoes act as traces of the one, no doubt the
painter herself, who had been there, but no longer is. She is elsewhere; she is gone. She is perhaps hovering above, looking straight
at the viewer through a historical transformation. She poses as a
unibrow Qajar mythical figure – half human, half bird (fig. 5). Like the
artist, the figures are hybrids. Postcolonial theorists have questioned
the virtues of a whole sight. Why, they have asked, should artists be
truncated by it when the privilege of a double perspective might hold?
As both insiders and outsiders, the artists of this exhibition offer a
“stereoscopic vision” that demonstrates postcolonial theorist Homi
Bhabha’s point. “It is by living on the borderline of history and language,” he reminds us, “on the limits of race and gender that we are
in a position to translate the differences between them into a kind
of solidarity.”2 When seen in this light, Abbassy’s Mythical Creature
series (figs. 6-9) can be read not as being of another world, a bizarre
multi-headed beast, but rather as something quite familiar. Sigmund

8 SAMIRA ABBASSY
Mythological Creature:
Snake, 2013
oil on panel, 18’’x24’’

9 SAMIRA ABBASSY
Mythological Creature:
Lioness, 2013
oil on panel, 18’’x24’’

Freud would have called this, the “uncanny”: we are shocked not by
how strange it is to us, but on the contrary, by the realization of its
intimacy, of its intense familiarity. One could even say that these works
are autobiographical. Is Abbassy painting her own diasporic multiple
perspectives? Ahwaz, London, and New York name only a few obvious
identity markers for this one artist in this exhibition. Is she describing
her own state of inhabiting the borderlines that enshrines so much
power to her work? The mythical creature arrests the viewer at once
as both strange and deeply familiar. I cannot look away. Those eyes,
deep and in multitude, behold the viewer. Where exactly do you think
you are going? Through Abbassy’s own autobiographical depiction,
we are, in fact, looking at ourselves. Solidarity.
ART BRIEF II
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11 HADI SALEHI
Iran-dught 2, 2016
b&w film & digital ink jet, 34’’x24’’

10 HADI SALEHI
Iran-dught/
Memory, 2016
mixed media, film &
digital ink-jet print,
34’’x24’’
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After having glanced at an 1852 photograph of Napoleon’s
youngest brother, French philosopher Roland Barthes felt with some
amazement, “I am looking at eyes that looked at the Emperor.”3 The
extraordinary thing about a photograph, according to him, is that it
“reproduces to infinity” that which has “occurred only once.”4 Like letters
and postcards, photographs capture a specific moment in time and
place, where the medium – the photo camera and the photographer
– are in direct proximity to the event. I was there; those eyes looked
at me at that very moment. For the immigrant, this intimate immediacy
of the object to the event nullifies the diasporic absence. For just a
moment, photographs and letters of loved ones and loved places mend

12 HADI SALEHI
Memory Written Not Forgotten, 2016
mixed media, ink-jet digital print, 34’’x24’’

the pain of separation, only to repeat the loop. Those are the eyes of
the one I left behind; the eyes that no longer see me. Hadi Salehi’s (b.
1951, Chahsavar, Iran; move to Los Angeles, 1978) Iran-dught series
(figs. 10-11) combines and captures Barthes’ most essential point.
His Memory Witten Not Forgotten (fig. 12) translates this capturing
of immediacy through the overlay of vanishing photographic fragments
with letter writing. Meticulous and painstaking; special and intimate. In
the ambivalence of exile, these are the fragments that we hold in our
hands and utter, as Barthes put it, “Look,” “See,” “Here it is,” … my life,
my love, my home, my memories.5
ART BRIEF II
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15 A family from Tabriz, Iran, 1880s.
© Alek Melik Abrahamian Private Collection

14 DANA NEHDARAN
Father and Sons From Kashan, Esther’s Children series, 2012
oil on canvas, 48’’x36’’

13 DANA NEHDARAN
A family from Kashan,
Esther’s Children series, 2012
oil on canvas, 48’’x36’’
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Oscillating between absence and memory, Dana Nehdaran’s (b.
1982, Isfahan, Iran; move to USA, 2014) A Family from Kashan and
Father and Sons from Kashan (figs. 13-14) mimic photographs in
the language of painting. Like Abbassy, he recalls Iran’s Qajar past:
family photos typical of late 19th – and early 20th-century-Iran (fig.
15). As the communities that the paintings depict, the once bright
colors fade, the solid structures are smudged, and family members
are gone missing. In the noise of contemporary commercialism, the
pictorial memories become fuzzy. From the invention of photography
to several decades ago, a family photograph was both a rare occasion of familial solidarity and an indicator of stability, security, and
affluence. It is precisely these markers that are being fuzzied by the
painter. While the Pahlavi hats remain, the next generation (the son in
the lap of the father) slowly disappear from the larger picture of these
once prosperous communities. Nehdaran’s skill of this transformative
process, a painting that undermines the certain truth of a photograph,
is ingenious. The medium of photography, which is to bring the viewer
in intimate proximity to that which is no longer there, itself become an
unstable pictorial expression of longing and the fading of memories.

ART BRIEF II
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16 SIMIN KERAMATI
Me, Myself, and a Memory, 2014
acrylics and spangles on canvas, 31.9’’x44.9’’
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MEMORIES
The postcolonial double perspective skillfully emerges through the
lens of the self and of memory in Simin Keramati’s (b. 1970, Tehran,
Iran; move to Canada, 2010) Me, Myself, and a Memory (fig. 16).
Two self-portraits flank each edge of the painterly surface: one gazing
on the viewer, the other looking away and out of the picture frame.
The two figures are, nevertheless, tied together through a fuzzy,
indistinguishable shape that occupies the space between them. This
odd thing merges the identical figures and connects them to each
other. The bind seems to be organically natural. Yet there is something
amiss. A closer look reveals a chemical mask on Keramati’s shoulder, enmeshed into her long, rich black hair. This thing is pigmented.
Textured. Poisonous. Almost cancerous, one would say. Provoked by
a century-long border dispute, the Iran-Iraq War (1980-88) is considered the worst conventional armed conflict since World War II. The
ambivalent position of the superpowers about the conflict made the
war a Third World affair, where Saddam Hussein violated the most
fundamental international war tenets, including the use of chemical
weapons. Right after World War II, German philosopher Theodor
Adorno wrote of the impossibility to describe mass atrocities in
poetry.6 Recently, Slovenian psychoanalytic philosopher Slavoj Zizek
has reversed Adorno’s claim: given the extent of contemporary violence, it is no longer impossible to talk in prose.7 There lays the power
of Keramati’s Me, Myself, and a Memory. She evokes a suffering that
only painting is capable to convey.
ART BRIEF II
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17 MARJAM OSKOUI
Meta Goods, 2016
digital print on vinyl, 38’’x60’’
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I dig through my memories of youth. The majestic gate of
Isfahan’s bazaar. A narrow alley is flanked by store facades. I smell
advieh (mixed spices) and wool. Men are sipping on small cups of
tea, a cube of sugar between their front teeth. To the left, I hear the
hammer banging on silver. The sight of shiny gold pierces my eyes
on my right. A small elderly woman bumps into me. She carries fruits
and disappears aloofly. I am too young to have memories. It is noon;
this hojeh (office) is locked. A boy calls “sharbat” (sweet cold drink). I
arrive to the fabric sellers’ section. Colorful. Orderly. As far as my eyes
can see, I see yards and yards of fabrics wrapped around oval cardboards. Marjam Oskoui’s (b. 1966 Giessen-Lahn, Germany; move to
USA, 1989) Meta Goods (fig. 17) consists of a visual representation
of a time algorithm. Five feet of it is cut and displayed on the bard
while the remaining 15 feet is wrapped and sat on the shelf, like the
fabrics at the bazaar. How could she remember? Below, a rice-paper
scroll of old Asian tradition links it to the modern algorithm of time.
The old concept of the passage of time indicates new practices of
time. In my memories of youth, I had time. Time to sip on my tea.
Time to smell the spices. Time to hear the silver. Time to wait for the
hojeh to reopen. In post-migration space, time is money. The forceful
visual linearity of the work evokes the lines and forms of the bazaar
fabric. Like the fabrics, time is on sale, art too is for sale, yard by yard.
In engaging time, Oskoui critiques our post-modern treatment of the
arts and artists as marketable.
ART BRIEF II
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19 SHADI YOUSEFIAN
Letters 10, 2012
mixed media, 26.5’’x26.5’’

18 SHADI YOUSEFIAN
Memories 4, 2015
mixed media, 37.5’’x37.5’’
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20 SHADI YOUSEFIAN
Letters 12, 2013
mixed media, 26.5’’x26.5’’

For exilic artists, the longing for home often reveals itself as a powerful memory where the physical traces of this emotional struggle is
engraved onto the work itself. Shadi Yousefian’s (b. 1978 Tehran, Iran;
move to San Francisco, 1995) Memories 4 (fig. 18) is an excellent
example. It is a mixed media collage of small photographs. The large
canvas is meticulously organized as if to attempt to put some orderly
sense into unsettling thoughts. Mothers, fathers, siblings, lovers,
beloveds, friends, rivals, strangers, and passersby are fitted into the
strict structure of minimalism. Who are these faces? Did they love
her? Did they miss her? Where are they now? Yousefian notes that her
work “builds upon a kind of fragmentation and dissolution, but also the

21 SHADI YOUSEFIAN
Letters 14, 2013
mixed media, 37.5’’x37.5’’

endeavor to reinvent and reconstruct a self in a new social and cultural
context”.8 Lined paper have been cut in a round shape, upon each the
artist has handwritten notes in Persian with blue ink: a letter is a carrier
of thoughts, of memories. Here we see fragmented thoughts, fragmented letters. The letters are also a reminder of an era in school, lined
paper, blue ink pen, orderly desks, uniforms. The minimalist aesthetics
of the Memories 4 and Letters 10, 12, 14 (figs. 19-21) so effectively
speak to the immigrant’s tireless hope and attempt to belong, to literally
fit into a new meta-structure, to come home in the cultural wilderness of
a host-land. My memories are fragmented but orderly; my feelings are
in pieces but tidy. I exist, anew.
ART BRIEF II
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22 SHILLA SHAKOORI
Inviolable Minds, 2012
mixed media installation, dimensions variable
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Shilla Shakoori’s (b. 1981, Tehran, Iran; move to
Los Angeles, 2007) work seems to convey the same
feelings. In her Inviolable Minds (fig. 22), an empty
white chair is the entire work. Set in the corner of a
room, it forces the viewer to wonder, where is it? who
sat in it previously? who is it waiting for? who owned
it? why has it been abandoned? In So I Could Cease
Thinking (fig. 23), the empty chair reappears on the
very top of the drawing. A headless figure faces the
viewer, hands crossed. If this is a self-portrait, the
artist’s left arm is ripped and then stitched together
as if a shirt is stitched, a wood is repaired, a scar is
mended, or a home is fixed. On the top hovers the
chair, the one left behind, but this time upside-down. It
mirrors not only the chair left behind, but also a state
of bewilderment, of thinking upside-down. Or perhaps,
of wishing to cease thinking.

23 SHILLA SHAKOORI
So I Could Cease
Thinking, 2016
graphite, watercolor,
stiches on paper, 26’’x20’’
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24 MELIKA ABIKENARI
Catharsis #1, 2015
Performance/video
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Like photography, performance art is the art of a moment, of the
present. It only happens once. A rather new medium within the tradition of contemporary Iranian art, it is certainly not new to Iranian culture. In fact, the performances of Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh (The Book
of Kings, ca. 977-1010) and the martyrdom of the battle of Karbala (10
October 680) are foundational practices in Iranian artistic history. They
both heavily rely on performance in order to reenact pivotal events in
Iran’s long history. Melika Abikenari (b. 1992, Tehran, Iran; move to
Los Angeles, 2012) merges the Western contemporary and ancient
Iranian traditions in her performance art (fig. 24). For the curators to
include her performance art as a solid aspect of the contemporary
Iranian art scene was of importance. Abikenari’s unfolding of herself
is a courageous reenactment of struggles and memories, of coming
to terms and injustices, of engaging the notion of the chair, and of an
endlessly painful trans(figuration).
ART BRIEF II
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25 DARIUSH NEHDARAN
Untitled 1, The Life of the Shadows series, 2011
digital photography/ gelatin silver print, 27.5’’x41.3’’

T R A N S ( F I G U R AT I O N S )
In 1598, when the Safavid king of Iran, Shah Abbas the Great, moved
his capital city from Qazvin to Isfahan, the most avant-garde urbanism
and architecture of its time were implemented. Shah Abbas’s imposing Isfahan came to be known as “half of the world (nesf-e jahan)”.
Dariush Nehdaran’s (b. 1984, Isfahan, Iran; move to San Francisco,
2014) three black-and-white photographs (figs. 25-26) capture the life
of the city, shot as if from a diasporic lens. Here Safavid architecture
is the meta-structure upon which meaning is assembled. A photographer’s eye is in the distant; it is an eye that is (already) removed from
the urban day-to-day that it depicts. The photographer is no longer
there, among his people, inside his urban fabric. He is gone, elsewhere. Untitled 3 (fig. 27) captures Isfahan’s historical center, which
has been depicted and described thousands of times by authors,
26
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26 DARIUSH NEHDARAN
Untitled 2, The Life of the Shadows series, 2011
digital photography/ gelatin silver print, 27.5’’x41.3’’

poets, artists, and photographers since the 16th century (fig. 28). Yet,
in Untitled 3, this very half of the world is flipped, altered, recast by
the lens of the photographer. The viewer is invited to bare witness to
a new, perhaps a (post)modern – or rather a post-migration – image
of Isfahan. It is as if it has been turned upside-down, quite literally, by
the experience of migration and social upheaval. Rather than frame
the majestic vault (iwan) of Masjed-e Shah (1629) as the centerpiece
of this particular depiction of Isfahan, Nehdaran instead reveals the
elongated shadows of passersby. These larger-than-life shadows of
ordinary Iranians in the streets of Isfahan are now the centerpiece of
this representation, of this interpretation of Isfahan’s illustrious photographic history. The photograph stands for a way of knowing the world
in transfiguration, in difference.

27 DARIUSH NEHDARAN
Untitled 3, The Life of the Shadows series, 2011
digital photography/ gelatin silver print, 27.5’’x41.3’’

28 Post-card depicting Masjed-e Shah Mosque and Ali Qapu, Isfahan, Iran. © Public domain.
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30 AIDA IZADPANAH
Revelation 32, 2013
acrylic mixed media on canvas, 64’’x64’’

31 AIDA IZADPANAH
Transcendence 13, 2014
acrylic mixed media on canvas, 60’’x60’’

The abstractionist art of Aida Izadpanah (b. 1978, Tehran, Iran; move

29 AIDA
IZADPANAH
Revelation 3, 2013
acrylic mixed media
on canvas, 72’’x62’’
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to New York, 2005), despite its bare minimalism, powerfully expresses
the complex journey and sense of separation from home. The viewer feels
the transformative pain of migration, of becoming other from what one
once was in the homeland. That is, becoming something other than an
Iranian, other than a native (speaker), than a proprietor, a host(ess), a
mother, a daughter — in short, to becoming an other. It is as if Izadpanah’s
Revelation 3 (figs. 29-30) invites the viewer onto this journey from home
to host country, and perhaps back. The perfectly polished brick-color
surface in the lower left of the picture-plane gradually transfigures into
a rough, corroded, unrecognizable skim. The intestinally rough texture
evokes a distinct discomfort. I do not want to be here. By the time the
viewer’s eyes reach the upper right corner of the work, a complete erosion
has occurred. In the artistic language of abstraction, Izadapanah makes
a universal statement as an author. Painting is certainly also a means for
the artists to come to terms with their own becoming. According to the
artist, Transcendence 12 and 13 (figs. 31-32) were produced after a visit

32 AIDA IZADPANAH
Transcendence 12, 2014
acrylic mixed media on canvas, 60’’x60’’

to the Iranian exhibition at the Louvre. Like other artists in this exhibition,
we witness here the physical marks of fragmentation and displacement.
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34 FARZAD KOHAN
You Are the Sun for Me, 2015
Mixed media on paper, 31.1’’x23’’

35 FARZAD KOHAN
Thousand Kisses From Your Moonlight,
2015
Mixed media on paper, 31’’x23’’

36 FARZAD KOHAN
Love, Lover, Repeat, 2015
Mixed media on paper, 30.5’’x22.5’’

33 FARZAD KOHAN
Kiss Me Thousands Of Time, 2016
Mixed media on wood panel, 48’’x48’’
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Farzad Kohan’s (b. 1967, Tehran, Iran; move to Los
Angeles, 2001), six paintings (figs. 33-37) consist of
Persian calligraphic love poetry and expressions of love.
At first glance, they appear predictable. An Iranian painter
produces colorful canvases of calligraphy and poetry: classical tropes used by artists over the 20th century in order
to establish their identity as firmly Persian-Iranian. During
the last fifteen years, calligraphy has also proven to be quite
profitable in the Persian Gulf art market and within Western
auction houses. Yet, in Kohan’s paintings, that which is hidden constitutes the meaning of these works. In his small,
unpretentious studio, weeks are spent on layering, gluing,
sanding, painting, polishing, re-sanding, re-painting, and
re-polishing the many layers of his wood panels. Under the
thick layers of paint reside collective memories, archives:
Persian language newspapers, the New York Times, the LA
Times, letters, memos, scrap papers, children drawings,
tabloids (figs. 38-41). There lie, too, layers of chemicals,
kissed thousands of times. Physical labor transfigures into
a polished and marketable surface. These works are a labor
of love. The process of their making lends to form, message,
and meaning. It is certainly Crazier than Love, (fig. 42)!

37 FARZAD KOHAN
This Crazy Lover, 2015
mixed media on wood panel, 48’’x48’’

38-41 The working processes of Farzad Kohan in his studio, Los Angeles, California.
Photography by Romina Katchi.db, Love Hurts, Bind Me, Smooth Every Inch, My Heart-Upside-Down, 2013-14. © Romina Katchi.db.
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42 FARZAD KOHAN
Crazier Than Love, 2016
mixed media on wood panel, 48’’x48’’
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44 KAMBIZ SHARIF
Let Me See Through, 2015
aluminum, copper, 44’’x4’’x46

43 KAMBIZ SHARIF
Cube, 2015
bronze, stainless steel, 19’’x17’’x17’’
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The robust, large-scale sculptures of Kambiz Sharif (b. 1978,
Tabriz, Iran; move to Vancouver, 2012) and Kamran Sharif embody
the modern sculptural tradition that Tanavoli began in 1960s-Iran.
Sculptural art was a novelty to Iranian artistic tradition in the mid-20th
century, revived by avant-garde artists like Tanavoli. Sharif works with
geometric architectural forms: a cube, a window blind, and a spear. His
Cube and Let Me See Through (figs. 43-44) share a sward that composes the inner elements of the works. Only marginally visible, these
elements pierce the cube as if wishing to come out, or rather wishing
to hide. They also wish to open so that I can see through, through to
the outside world. Where is Mecca? (fig. 45) utilizes a spear that carries four rods directed to the skies. Yet the top of the rods a needle-like
form points to the four cardinal directions. Architecturally speaking, the
cube is associated with the Kaaba in Mecca. Sharif’s transformation
of the forms sets itself in juxtaposition to the title of the piece. The four
needles suggest that wherever one stands, Mecca remains the center.

45 KAMBIZ SHARIF
Where Is Mecca?, 2015
bronze, 31’’x31’’x93’’
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KAMRAN SHARIF
I ascend, rise to the
peak, I posses wings and
feathers collection, 2015
bronze and urethane,
30’’ x 30’’ x 96’’

46 KAMRAN SHARIF
The Passage Collection 2014, 2014
bronze and epoxy resin, 19.7’’x11.8’’x45.3’’
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Kamran Sharif’s (b. 1978, Tabriz, Iran; move to Los Angeles, 2012)
Passage Collection (figs. 46-47) moves into the domestic realm, the
American home: hanging baby seats and musical postal boxes. His pieces
also move away from the geometric into the figural. Both objects, in turn,
are iconic of an American life, perhaps the American dream, increasingly
reserved only for those who can afford it. Both pieces are also particularly
colorful. Playful. Childlike. Come here. Yet, despite its shiny attractions, a
label on the baby seat articulates a disclaimer by the engraving. “Warning:
this swing has been designed for very small children with adult supervision.” The label ends with “Made in USA”. An American dream that is
plastered with disclaimers. Come here, but be careful! The mailboxes
are signifiers of an American life as well; they denote the American single
home and the American nuclear family as the basis of the democratic
social unit. The constitutional right to free speech was premised, from
the outset, on the federal postal service. Out of his mailboxes, Sharif projects four colorful trumpets. Is he waiting for a letter? Does he yearn for
a connection with home? For this American dream to his homeland, the
post-migrant subject awaits a note. Speak to me. Sharif’s postboxes echo
and amplify the surrounding letters in the exhibition.

47 KAMRAN SHARIF
The Passage Collection 2014, 2014
bronze and epoxy resin, 39.3’’x7.9’’x53.1’’
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Simin Keramati’s John Lennon, Me, New York City, and Heech by
Parviz Tanavoli (fig. 48) is yet another example of trans(cend)ing identities in way of an artistic foresight into the post-migration condition. It
is, she site notes, “her own interpretation of history through depicting
her understanding of different figures from various periods in time.”9
One could read the work deeper though. Diasporan artists, like the
ones in this exhibition, are positioned to inherit and inhabit multiple art
historical traditions. Perhaps they are the only ones who can be true
to both traditions equally. In her case, these are the Western avantgarde and the Iranian avant-garde traditions. Keramati depicts herself
facing John Lennon, a major player in the cultural wars of the mid20th century. He wears New York City; she wears Heech. Inspired
by Persian Sufism during the time of existentialist philosophy of Jean
Paul Sartre, heech (nothingness) has been transformed by the artistic
vision of famed Iranian sculptor Parviz Tanavoli, and has returned back
to American Pop art. Keramati places herself amid this narrative of (art)
history. She faces New York and bears nothingness. This perhaps is
a self-portrait that injects, with distinct courage, the history of Iranian
avant-garde into the discourses of universal art.
A solidarity of universalism.
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48 SIMIN KERAMATI
John Lennon, Me, New York City and Heech by Tanavoli, 2014
acrylics and spangles on canvas, 31.9’’x44.9’’
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1 Jean Baudrillard, “The Violence of the
Global,” Power Inferno (2002): 63-83.
2 Homi Bhabha, Nation and Narration
(London and New York, 1990), 320.
3 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida
(1980), 3.
4 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida
(1980), 4.
SAMIRA ABBASSY
Holographic Mirror, 2002
gouache and collage on paper, 9.5’’x10’’

5 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida
(1980), 5.
6 Theodor Adorno, “Cultural Criticism
and Society,” reprinted as the first essay
in Prisms, 1949.
7 Slavoj Zizek, Violence
(New York, 2008).
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8

Artist’s statement.

9

Artist’s website.
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